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But
one

you gonna rehabilitate 
set up a centre to 
Like, how about 
for telling me what 
suggesting I try a

rich 
’than 
the dole

up to. So are 
• So you have 
me. At what!J 
money you get

hers will 
about

one of your sister social 
kids.

is exactly 
to reaffirm 
with a

MEANWHILE 
I Nl THE 
REM. WORLD

ENJOY 
_ THE 
PRESENT

DIANA has never lost 
her craving for norm
ality and the desire to 
mix with ordinary 
people.

One of her jrreat plea
sures, when Charles Is 
away, Is going to Sains
bury’s supermarket In the 
Cromwell Road, not far 
from Kensington Palace.

She puts a headscarf 
over that famous blend, 
hair, takes along a body
guard and wanders 
around the store like any 

housewife.

I
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in a few years time she'll 
, It's just all 
have

Recently our left wing sisters on 
Camden council have set up a oentre to 
rehabilitate us. Now it is no fun working 
on the street but if you are working olass 
as well it is virtually impesible to got
off, «b* even with money, landlords and agents 
are instantly suspicious of a single 
working class girl with money and suss on to 
what you are
me in a flat
rehabilitate
some of that
to do scum. Sitting there
little light factory work.
Huh, you sitting there wearing a'woman's 

right to choose'badge.
I don't ahoose oppression , sister.
I don't choose to
for a ton a week.
I don't choose for
workers to take my

I may choose to meet you after work 
night.
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Mrs Edome Broughton-Adderley

NO WONDER THIS FUCKING!
OLD COW DOESN'T SHOW 
HER AGE. SHE HASN'T 
POME A STROKE th
LIFE.

The state profits in keeping poor people 
in unhappy situations.This is common 
knowledge. But in no escape route from 
poverty is the state more vloious in it's 
punishments, both mental and physical, 
than with prostitution.The state employs 
thousands of people in one form or another 
to snoop, arrest and harrass us. While 
newspapers ensure the rest of the 
population will despise us.All seeming to 
join forces to make us crack. 

Although prostitution is not illegal 
in itself, soliciting and advertising are 
Which makes it a bit fucking awkward 
without telepathy. But if prostitution 
were illegal it would mean the punters 
would get done to far participating in a 
crime. And that means pigs and judges and 
peers of the realm. The same men who make 
the laws whioh they say are to protect us 
from pimps and unscrupulous criminals, 
when usually the only men to get money out 
of us is this self same bunch of 
creeps.

To dwell on pimps and ponces 
what the state wants and that is 
that no'decent* man would go out 
whore.And if he does he oan get locked up 
for it. Tet another law to keep us alone i 
vulnerable.

CASH FOR A CHANGE
We appreciate
survival, but

po«.lbl. for th. lMat Mount ofrit. Whioh for Boat wonen swu, pro.tltutlon

SIMPLE MINDS

THIS BINT WOULDN'T 
LIFT A FINGER TO HELP 
SELF ANYONE
BUT HERSELF.

WHAT A
SH At^E
CAN’T ALL ‘.AJayne who is pregnant.

'PLAY1 HOUSEWIFE

THU STRUGGLE to make 
ends meet is becoming more 
acute for Peter Johnson and his 
family. Johnson, 25, a face- 
worker, is on strike from 
Silverwood Colliery, near 
Rotherham. Since the dispute 
began, he and his wife, Jayne, 
26, and three-year-old daughter, 
Rebecca, have been living on 
£30-a-week supplementary 
benefit plus £6.50-a-week child 

U benefit and ' milk tokens for 
Jayne who is pregnant.
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quit the dogooding sisters. We've

HOW TOTALLY AMAZING 
THIS LADY IS 40 AND 

LOOKS 60. SHE MUST HAVE 
LED AN EXTRAORDINARILY ‘ 

FULL AND ACTIVE LIFE.
IS PARTICULARLY POPULAR WITH 

LADIES WHO COMBINE NIGHTSHIFT WITH AN 
EARLY MORNING CLEANING JOB AND AT 
LEAST SIX HOURS HEAVY HOUSEWORK. ONLY 
THE TRULY DETKIMINED GO FOR THIS 'FULL 
OF CHARACTER'
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But they reckon without our strengh.
We are a section of the class eho are not 
allowing, circumstances wash over us .We 
have tasted poverty , now we take respon
sibility for our lives. T
Whioh also means we will not let the little 
Hitlers of the womens movement walk over us 
They are used to working class women being 
in awe of them. But we know what middle class 
authority is built on from our punters, 
FUCK ALL.
The reasons given against the proffession 

t-hoi^gh are of course ideological • But when 
this critisism oomes from some cow doing a 
sociology degree, we know who's got the 
moral job. 'cos 
have clients too 
be under age and 
seeing her.

So
been on the streets a long time. IE KNOW 
the impossibility of working in any 
movement controled by the middle class. 
Who willl stop at nothing to sling onto 
their power , even at the expense of their 
original alms and ideals.We know there is 
no recession.We see the money. These 
bastards spend more on a quick wank 
they see fit to award us per week on 
dole.
THE ONLY WAY TO CHANGE THE ORDER OF 

IS WITH CLASS WAR. LED BY THE nT.ASfit 
TUR STREETS.

There is though within the womens movement 
open hostility to prostitutes.Whioh prevents 
any open discussion. Those of us who have 
gone through the womens movementfto fight 
back against our circumstances have often 
felt despair at ooming up against a brick 
wall of or itism and predjudiee especially 
galling when it oomes from women we had 
thought were educated and thinking enough 
to see through the propaganda.

YET ANOTHER PICTURE OF THE QUSh^ MUM 
LOOKING GOOD. SUPRISE SUPRISE. THIS 
ALKIE OLD FAG HAG AIN'T HAD TO SCRUB 
NO FLOORS NEITHER

GOOD LOOKING JEALOUS KOO. THIS LOOK 
YEARS OF POVERTY AND CHILDCARE 

ACHEIVE.
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IN THE CLUB
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and know lots of

reasonable-

paragons of virtue to
help

If A uomuis cotfechve,
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often some w.c.w. wil want all the
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Feminist silver jewellery
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WOMEN BEWARE WOMEN
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want
group

TO COFFEE
MOF,NINCrS

q. OSH, To THINK 
MUWW WENT

JUST TO
SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR THE MIDDLE
CLASSES UUNDER INFILTRATION
THREAT FROM THE MASSES.
One of the most Important aims of one 
of these little clubs is to keep out the 
working classes or at least if the group 
is big enough to keep ’em busy selling 
papers, licking stamps and other little 
menial duties
While you and your sisters can nave some 
serious political disscussion about some 
safe subject far removed from you like 
your poor oppressed working class sisters 
in Beirut.

bad to help these working class 
this will give you a nice warm

only commodity
on which you have is time. Many w.c.w.

members.
’find' the time

and develop
w.c.w. unp-

to do this.
They may say
pleasant diversion
which you can change when
point out they have no way
lifestyle without a massive
This is merely sour grapes
from people with nothing to
they suggests would actually
privileges than you have now.These women are 

It is not
unsisterly to any methods suggested to
remove these women, and compromise is the 
weapon to use to difuse any situation which

they can't understand this . 
-ing you and your group for a 
Maybe they
people more

should move on to
receptive to your ideas, (i.e.controlable)

90

Occasionally some of these working class 
women you have allowed in your group will 
want to come to discussions to 'learn 
things'. This is good they can learn lots off 
you even if you know nothing. As long as 
you have a 'nice' accent
big words, they won't be able to tell the 
difference, and they'll be too embaressetL 
to keep asking questions. Remember your 
average working class person has been 
constantly told she is stupid at school, and 
in all probability beleives this herself. They 
have a bad self image , but this is good 
in relation to you. As it boosts yours and 
confirms your beleif in your own 
ness.

IT ALL

PROVE WE AREN'T BIASED...

way you live is only a 
into a different lifestyle 

you choose and 
to change their 
change in society, 
and usually comes

lose. The changes 
leave you with less

ioo^co-v^n...

It is not
women , as
glow. It's called charity. Sometimes some of 
these working class women vou are helping 
may decide they are now your equal and they 
want a warm glow too. This must be dis
couraged. As they will probably be a bit 
confused and do more harm than good.But it's 
not difficult to handle, just withdraw your 
if you notice signs of ingratitude.

Occasionally working class women will 
to speak at a meeting or conference your
are attending and speaking at. This cannot be 
allowed as these sort of women while good at 
heart can alienate those you wish to attract 
(more middle class women) with their loud 
voices and volotile way of speaking. Most 
reasonable (M.C.) people find this threatening 
and intimidating and would not wish to join an 
organisation with such people. Explain this to 
them in a rational way and they will understand.

Even after know-
whole year.
make room for

the w.c. w.

ftQOJSTIG
not to be trusted and are dangerous.

(Mice HAKM..7
soft voice...

threatens privilege.

While oppression on ractalgrounds and sexual 
grounds is often talked about anddtsscused 

heatedly. They are obviously not the only 
forms of oppression. Though this sounds 
obvious you would not think it from the way 
some people behave. Like they get rid 
of the cruder more visible aspects of 
their racism and sexism as their token 
sacrifice for their 'political' belelfs 
before thejr can get on to more imp- 
-o riant things. Apart from the fact that 
this only removes the vestiges of 
these "isms' , this apparently is 
enough to turn a person into a saint. 
One who you must put up with talking 
to you like you are a complete ejtt 'cos 
as they point out with the new improved 
them they can't possibly be putting you 
down or patronising you 'cos of your 
sex or race. So you are being paranoid 
and stupid .We may be a bit paranoid but 
we do know when we are being pat- 
-ronlsed and why. But it Is impossible 
to get these
comprehend. While a middle-class woman 
will know about the existance of sexism 
from her own experience and racism even 
if she is not black or aslan or whatever 
she doesn't see class oppreslon as at 
all serious if
is because it
you may say 
woman get so

she sees it at all. This 
doesn't affect her. Then 

why should this same white 
arlated about racism. Well 

one simply has to.^he is as anti-racist as 
Michael Fodrtt, who can't take Dizzy the dog 
for a walk on Hampstead Heath because of 
the gypsies^

Because you must at least outwardly 
remove these two most Important "isms" 
to join in the club or scene. Which 
isn't too much to ^ive up for entry into 
a pleasant scene which has all the advant 
-ages of the middle classes without all 
the boredom the more sedate middle 

classes. Of course this is rarely admitted 
to. These people join or form political 
groups to change 'things' so they say. 
But why don't they start with themselves. 
They are constantly pulling us up for this 
and that. They rather see themselves as 
the ideal we should all emulate. And 
deflect any crltlslsm so they can continue 
in their backslapplng little club without 
bfelng sussed out for what they are.

Even less
same power and control in a group as tire m.c.w. 
This is totally impractical. You wil see that 
these women spend far too much time trying 
to earn money to be responsible leaders. They 
also attach great importance tp getting material 
things. Surely such an attitude to commodities is 
unrevolutionary, when you in fact now live in a 
very spart an manner and have even stored 
your t.v. and video at your parents. Why should 
you be the only one to give these things up. 
The
low
are very selfish about their time which you can 
so unselfishly afford to give. You will 1 find 
eventually all this will get on top of them 
and they will see reason in the end and give 
up and back down. Leaving the direction and 
control of the group in the hands of the more 
reasonable and dedicated of the

Despite the fact that m.c.w.
to learn to express themselves 
their minds you will find many 
-repared to make the sacrfice
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SOCIAL WORKERS
FUCK OFF HOME
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Lady Duncan-Sandys
and Miss Freda Smith

that the policy 
to do with poli- 
than it has to

The LAW 
SEXUALITY

A ♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ •

WALES is lagging 
behind the rest of 
Britain in the number 
of women in its police 
forces.

On average, 10 per cent 
of Britain’s police 
officers are women, but 
in parts of Wales fewer 
than five per cent manage 
to get into the force.

Lesley, 25, is the only 
mounted policewoman in 
Nottinghamshire. She 
reckons a woman’s voice 
“often has a very good 
effect and helps to calm 
them down” when things 
get heated on the picket 
lines.

North Wales Police 
have the worst record for 

employing women 
officers, with just four 
women constables in a 
1,300-strong force. The 
situation is worst of all in 
Gwynedd, where there is 
only one for the whole 
county.

Be it ever so humble
there’s no place like home
But if the social workers had their way 
No childs home would be its own.

Lord Donaldson of Kingsbridge
Sirdar and Begum Aly A ziz

GWYNEDD hAS ONE 
TOO MANY

where social workers come from, 
perfect and that any child 

them, if 'lucky’ enough to be given 
time it’s a grand oppotunity to 

despised

4
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|S ON THE HENO 
AGAIN H'LAfTf

fuokiM< auttked off with artieloa ox 
■«t oppraaala* woman when in fact the 
people oppressing us are just aa likely
to be other wonen. Middle olaas sous 
bags talking down to ua at the aoelal 
corriees, with the authority to atoan into 
our hones and tell ua we're not ooping* 
It's not ©owing aupriaing.We'we got
enough problens surviving without having 
to deal with the social interference 
units hanging round for their cup of tea* 
They think we can't cope *eos we're thick 
It never occurs to their poo
ition and consequential frantic dogooamg 
instincts would never support then without 
us to experiment on. They earn their living 
prying into our lives. Sonet Ines totally 
fucking over our lives for years .As we fight 
to get our children back.They simplify our 
lives into neat caseloads. I'd like to see them 
them oope living our lives not writing 
about it.The problem of the Middle elsses is 
always how to take life one stop further 
out of theory and into practise. Confront one 
of those fuokers with a harsh reality and 
see then drop tnoir pen and run.
WATCH OUT SCUM YOUR TIME HAS COME.

All these things are
with the back up, of
Family and children’s rights groups advocate fighting in the 
the courts but this is a pathetically niave. Why should a 
system which put the SS there in the first place rule 
against an agent which protects its status quo? The SS 
policy is to redistribute children into the homes of the 
middle classes which is
They think they are
would be better of with
the chance. At the same
stick a heavy boot up the arse’s of the much 
working classes.
As a weapon of political control to quell the seeming mass 
of angry malcontents on the dole it’s just not the ticket! 
So don’t expect any judge to turn around and say ’’whoops 
the SS made a mistake heres your child back.” because s/he 
won’t. One answer to this is a clutch of 4 or 5 ’safe houses 
around the country where parents who have freed their 
children can take them and hide until it is safe for them 
to be integrated.
As yet it’s not actually illegal to take back your child 
after it’s been kidnapped by the SS. But the law is about 
to be changed so that a parent can be charged with kidnap
ping their own child!
What we want is:

Safe houses,
Supp ort from other groups,
Trash raids on SS offices,
Feed back to Class War, 
Disarm Govt, of this F

r

The Earl of Verulam

The people at ’Glass War’ are always 
interested in hearing peoples views 
on the paper and/or the groups views 
in general,any constructive critisism 
is valued as is fan mail!etc,etc,so 
if you've nothing better to do why 
not write a note and tell us exact
ly what you think!!. Address-Box CW, 
3’6 ALBANY StRtEf/A/Wl.

tHey all, 
heeo h 

GOOD - 
WASH !
SLINGA 
Pinta 
piss’a

day F
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When there seems 
to be no wavout

It has been obvious for quite some time now
Qf the SS to kidnap children has a lot more 
tics and the control of social ’detectives” 
do with any wish to help children at risk. Through fear of 
having their children taken away if they don’t knuckle under 
many anarchists are kept isolated and dole stricken. The 
cudgels that are used to keep them in check are

HOUSING (allocation according to the whims of 
authorities)

DOLE ( too low and an extention of the new 
poor laws)

MORAL STANDARDS ( The social workers idea of) 
MARITAL STATUS (single parents are automatically 

considered inadequate)
( on the side of the SS) 
(Homosexuals and prostitutes are 
deemed to be unfit parents) 

under the scrutiny of social workers 
course, of the law.
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